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Abstract 

 

This study tries to describe the phrase structures and functions of Goa and Lagonoy varieties. The study used 

qualitative descriptive method in determining the structures from the utterances gathered as data for this study. The researcher 

herself was the key human instrument who spent time interacting with the identified interlocutors who use the language in 

their daily interaction. Participants’ conversations were recorded, and to facilitate the recordings, a friend was invited to help 

her record, while the researcher was taking down notes. While Partido is composed of ten municipalities Goa and Lagonoy 

Bikol Partido varieties were chosen since Goa is considered the landmark and economic-political and cultural center in 

Partido, while Lagonoy variety represents the language identity of Partidoneans. Based on the finding Bikol Partido language 

possesses unique phrases structures which made it different to other languages in the Philippines. Based on the findings, the 

following conclusions were drawn: (1) In Bikol Partido Language the sentence nucleus are obligatory composed of a verb 

phrase, noun phrase, an adjective, and a prepositional phrase; the beginning of syntactical order is dominated by verbal, 

adjectival and adverbial phrases respectively;  (2) Some phrase structures expand the noun phrase to include an obligatory 

head noun (N), an optional determiner and plural inflection may be expanded as a pronoun; (3) Meanwhile, an additional 

element of baga and some polite markers like the use tabi, po and affixations maki-,  paki- and name calling such as Papay, 

Mamay, Manay, Manoy, Nay, La, Lo, Kuya, Ate, Ne, Noy are also evident in speakers’ utterances. While some expressions 

such as aw ho, aw nem, nem, num, aw ano na ni ho, also portray uniqueness of the Bikol language ; and (4) in Bikol Partido 

language, there is no specific pattern in the phrases uttered by speakers but there is universality in the thought of the sentence 

content. 

 

Introduction 

 

 

Philippines is a country which is rich in languages and has more than 168 distinct living languages. Linguists note that there 

are large differences among the languages, and that they may be grouped into language families (McFarland, 2000). 

Currently, there are twelve (12) major languages or lingua franca in the Philippines that are recognized as the language of 

classroom instruction.  These are: 1.) Tagalog, 2.) Kapampangan, 3.) Pangasinense, 4.) Iloko, 5.) Cebuano, 6.) Hiligaynon, 7.) 

Waray, 8.) Tausug, 9.) Maguindanaoan, 10.) Chabacano, 11.) Maranao, 12.) Bikol. 

 

Bikol is one of those regions that are ranked highest in linguistic varieties (Lobel and Tria, 2000). Mintz (1971) identified 6 

dialects. McFarland (1974) also identified 11 relatively clearly marked dialect areas while Lobel (2000) recognized 4 

language areas with a combined 12 dialect areas, and each dialect often have several subdialects.  

 

This study tries to contribute in establishing its linguistic structure which will be useful in understanding the semantic 

implications uniquely expressed by its users. Thus, the object of the study is to determine the structural diversity found in the 

Bikol Partido language and introduce the structures for its description. The lack on local language studies; the influx of 

languages from other regions that threatens local languages like Bikol Partido; the use of local language in the MTB-MLE 

classrooms which calls for the development of instructional materials due to its scarcity; and the reduced number of 

monolingual speakers of Bikol Partido has prompted this study. 
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Objectives 
 

This study determined the phrase structures of the Bikol Partido language, particularly the Goa and Lagonoy varieties. 

Specifically, this answered the following questions: (1) What are the phrase structures present in the Bikol Partido language?;  

and (2) What are the functions of the Bikol Partido phrase structures.  

 

 

Methodology  

 

This study used the descriptive-qualitative method of research using the modified fieldwork since it described the 

phrase and morphological structures of Bikol Partido language. Likewise, the researcher herself, being a Bicolano and Partido 

District resident in particular, has personal knowledge of the language of the speech community, however field work was 

conducted to record the languages . from speakers of Goa and Lagonoy, Partido District, Camarines Sur in which beyond the 

full familiarity of the researcher. In the process, recordings of natural setting conv ersations were conducted to get authentic 

raw data.   Personal notes were backed up to describe the data or information. There may be circumstances when the 

researcher herself participated in the conversation to get her more language inputs but it was extracted as part of the data of 

the study.   

The researcher as key human instrument interacted with the participant either as observer or part of the interaction 

herself in the different communication situations. To preserve the ethical issues at hand, access to data were done at random 

and participants were chosen as they appear in the context. There was no definite number of informants who were subjected in 

the study, since conversations were recorded in different situations until it satisfied the requirements of the objectives for this 

study. The phrase structures of Bikol Partido language were analysed using Chomsky’s Transformative Generative Grammar 

(TGG). 

 

Results and Discusssion 

 

Phrase Structures of the Bikol Partido Language 

 

Phrase structure refers to the type of generative grammar in which constituent structures are represented by phrase 

structure functions as the base component in the classic form of transformational grammar. According to Fukui (2015) 

Chomsky’s theory on phrase structure is a kind of backbone for contemporary linguistic theory. In earlier traditions, the 

properties of phrase structure were coded in terms of the formal mechanism called phrase structure rules. Phrase structure 

rules express the basic structural facts of the language in the form of “phrase markers generated with terminal string drawn 

form the lexicon. 

This sections shows the different phrase structures found in Bikol Partido. These are the obligatory sentence nucleus 

and its composition: noun phrase (NP), verb phrase (VP), adjective phrase (AP), adverb phrase (AdvP), and prepositional 

phrase (PP).  

As gleaned from the sample utterances, Bikol Partido (BP) language exhibits unique structures as a language. It has 

the obligatory sentence nucleus NUC and NUC its composition: the verb, noun, adjectival, adverbial and prepositional phrases 

within a sentence. However, this composition varies in syntactical order. 

 

S → NUC 

 

 The diagram below illustrates the phrase rule present in Bikol Partido language using the sample utterances as shown 

in Figure 5. These examples are: Nagtao sako nin kaogmahan an pagpasar sa eksam (Passing the exam gave me so much 

joy), Padagos an baraylehan sa kasalan (The wedding dance is still ongoing), Madara siya kan aki niyang helangon sa 

hospital (She will bring her sickly child to the hospital), Tig-olayan na ninda an problema igdihos harong (He had discussed 

the problem at home), and Nagayunan sana si Mamay kan trabaho niya (The old woman was just happy with her job). 
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Figure 5 

Nagtao sako nin kaogmahan an pagpasar sa eksam. 

   Padagos an baraylehan sa kasalan. 

   Madara tabi siya kan aki niyang helangon sa hospital. 

   Tig-olayan na ninda an problema igdihos harong. 

   Nagayunan sana si Mamay kan trabaho niya. 

 

Figure 6 

              Unlike the English language structure  with S NUC → NP + VP, the analysis of the constituents within the 

Bikol Partido obligatory sentence nucleus NUC, Nagtao sako nin kaogmahan an pagpasar sa eksam shows NUC →  

VP NP structure.  

It is introduced by a verb phrase (VP), followed by a noun phrase (NP). Similar in the sentence, Padagos an 

baraylehan sa kasalan (The wedding dance is still ongoing), the verb padagos in the present progressive tense is 

the VP, an baraylehan as NP, sa kasalan as PP.  
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Figure 7 

Meanwhile, the sentence, Madara tabi siya kan aki niya sa hospital (She will bring her sickly child to the 

hospital), the obligatory sentence begins with madara as (VP). 

In this example, the NUC still illustrates the VP+NP structure: Madara tabi (VP) siya kan aki niya (NP) sa 

hospital (PP). The word, tabi however is not an obligatory part of the nucleus, it is a polite marker that is usually 

included in the utterances since it is normally as sign of politeness in the Bikol language particularly by  the Partido 

people. The word tabi is equivalent to please and is used when talking to elders, family members, common friends, 

subordinates, and strangers. Other polite expressions aside from this word are the affixations  paki and maki  which 

are similar to please and attached to the verb that also signify polite manners or used when asking a favor. These are 

shown in the utterances  such as pakikua man tabi kan tuwalya, Ma (Please get my towel, Mother) (asking favor 

with elders/family), makihapot man tabi kan leksyon mo (May I know your lessons), pakiabot man tabi kan 

pamasahe (Please hand my fare (to the driver)), which is a common utterance with strangers in a crowded jeepney 

when fares have to be handed by co-passengers to the driver. 

 

NUC → VP (tabi, paki-,maki-) NP PP 

However, the affixations paki- and maki- can also be found in Filipino utterances, which is the official 

language in the Philippines such as pakikuha to pakikuá, pakiabot- pakiabót, makikakan- makikain, makisingit-

makisuso, among others. 
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Figure 8 

In the sentence, tig-olayan na ninda an problema igdihos harong (He had discussed the problem at home), 

the nucleus includes a VP, tig-olayan, a NP-na ninda an problema and an ADVP igdihos harong with a Lagonoy 

variety, an adverb, igdihos, (a shortened adverb, igdiho and a preposition, sa) and a PP, sa harong.  

NUC → VP NP ADVP PP 

Finally, the sentence, Nagayunan sana si Mamay kan trabaho niya, is composed of a VP nagayunan, an 

ADVP sana, an NP si Mamay and PP, kan trabaho niya. (The old woman was just happy with her job). 

 

 

Figure 9 

It can be concluded that normally in Bikol Partido language, the verb phrase always precedes the other 

elements of the nucleus such as noun phrase, adjectival phrase, adverbial phrase and prepositional phrase. These 

sentence structures signify that the Bikol Partido language is time-stressed language, or sentences normally begins 
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with a verb phrase that has affixations such as ma-, pa, nag-, na-, napag- tig-, pig-, -an, -on among others that 

indicate the time of action. 

It is also concluded that verb phrases are added with other elements such as tabi and affixations paki-, maki 

which indicate Bikolano politeness. The word, tabi is only found in Bikol Partido utterances and other nearby 

languages in the region. However, the affixations paki- and maki- can also be found in Filipino utterances, which is 

the official language in the Philippines. 

 However, it can also be noted that in other utterances recorded in one of the classrooms in the locale of the 

study. Some utterances were also coded an addition to the aforementioned structures. For example: 

 

 

    

 

 

 

 

Figure 10 

Surudok na an oras sa pagpreparar. 

Pira-pira na sana an natada saindo. 

Puruyat-puyat kita pirmi hade? 

Mahaldaton nang maray an mata ko. 

Mataranglay na an luong ko. 

        It can be noted in some utterances in Bikol Partido have phrase structures that begins with adjectives or adverb 

such as surudok, pira-pira, puruyat-puyat, mahaldaton, and mataranglay. 

 

Figure 11 
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 In the sentence, Surudok na an oras sa pagpreparar (The time is too short to prepare), the sentence begins 

with surudok or halipot which is an adjective modifying, oras (time), followed by auxiliary, na (signify a condition, 

surudok), an oras (NP) sa pagpreparar (PP). 

NUC →  AP AUX NP PP 

 In this sentence, it can be noted that the Bikol Partido auxiliary, na, modifies a condition of an adjective, 

surudok (too short). Similar to English, auxiliaries (is, was) helps describe a condition or state of being (e.g. The 

dog is sick), however in Bikol Partido, auxiliary verb describes an adjective or adverb, Surudok na an oras, 

modifying an adjective or adverb, surudok. This sentence again conveys uniqueness of the phrase structures in the 

Bikol Partido language. 

 

 

Figure 12 

 In the sentence, Pira-pira na sana an natada saindo, (Only few are left among you), an adjective, pira-pira 

precedes the other phrases in the sentence, na (Aux) sana (ADVP) an (det) natada (VP) saindo (NP).  

NUC → AP AUX ADVP (Det) VP NP 

It can be noted that in some Bikol Partido utterances, determiners “si”, “an”, “ang” which usually precede 

a noun phrase such as an nawawarang lalake (the lost man), ang boa-boa na lalake (the crazy man), si daragang 

magayon (the beautiful maiden). Similar in English, determiners, “the”, “a”, “an” are obligatory for noun phrases 

like a white dress, an incredible man, the woman in red dress, among others.  

However, in deeper analysis, that the determiner “the” which is equivalent to Bikol as, “an”, “ang”, and 

“si” cannot only precede a noun phrase but also an adjective or adverb. For example, the phrase, an nakulugan na 

maray (the hurt most), an natapos tulos na trabaho (the instantly done job). It can also precede a verb phrase with 

no definite subject e.g. si nadahoman sa pasine (the one who has enjoyed the movie), an nabuhay sa kadaklan (the 

one who has lived among many), among others.  
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It is concluded that some Bikol Partido unlike English can use determiners such as si, an, ang to precede a 

noun phrase, an adjectival, adverbial and verb phrase, respectively which again shows the uniqueness of this 

language.  

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 13 

 

In the sentence, Puruyat-puyat kita pirmi hade? (We are often sleepless, right?), the adjective, puruyat-

puyat is followed by a noun phrase, kita, an adverb, pirmi and an auxiliary, ano. 

It can be noted that in this sentence the adverb pirmi can precede an auxiliary, hade to form a question. It is 

similar to the auxiliary, ano both in Bikol and Filipino. In this manner, the speaker is not actually asking a question, 

but is opening a conversation, as having the same experience with other speakers or maintaining a relationship for 

socialization purposes. Sometimes auxiliary, ano can also be placed at the beginning preceeding other elements in a 

sentence, for example, Ano an dara mo, niyog? (What is with you, a coconut), Ano pauli ka na? (Are you going 

home), Ano pahali ka na? (Aren’t you leaving), Hadaw masaen ka? (Why, where are you going).  

 

Figure 14 
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In these sentences, the auxiliary, Ano, masaen and hadaw or wh-questions why and where are not totally 

used as words to ask a question but also used in maintaining relationship. This is also unique in the culture of the 

Bicol Partido but sometimes connotes a negative meaning, as having a feeling of pakikiaram, or entering into one’s 

privacy or being tsismosa or gossip-minded, depending on the tone or the historical-social milieu or the nature of 

relationship or the previous conversation which may affect the current exchange between and among speakers. 

Meanwhile in the sentences, Mahaldaton nang maray an mata ko (My eyes are getting irritated), it can be 

noted that speaker is not aware of the plurarity of the noun, mata, which is supposed to be spoken as mga mata the 

same in the sentence, Maluluya na an tuhod ni lolo (Grandpa’s knees are getting weak), the plurarity of the subject 

is lies in the verb, maluluya (getting weak). As to the structure the adverb, mahaldaton precedes the auxiliary, na 

and nang, an adverb maray and a noun phrase, mata ko. 

 

 

 

  

 

In the sentences, Mataranglay na an luong ko and Makurulugon na an hawak, ko, the plurarity also within 

the verb, mataranglay, makurulugon however the noun becomes generic term such as, luong (nape), hawak (body), 

which also referred to the other parts of the body such in luong, includes kulog nin takyag (shoulder pain) or kulog 

nin likod (back pain) and hawak (all body parts). As to the structure, the adjective, mataranglay na precedes a noun 

phrase, an luong ko and an hawak ko. 

 

NUC → AP NP ADVP  

 During an interview in the town of Lagonoy, a mother in her 40’s who was about to buy something was 

approached by an older woman. The latter asked: “O kumusta na? Tapos na si aki mo?” (How are you? Has your 

son graduated yet). The mother replied, “Iyo po baga” (yes). “Huh saka saen na siya?” (So, where is he now?). The 

mother replied: “Si Mark po nagtatrabaho sa Spain” (Mark is working in Spain). 

 It can be concluded that some Bikol Partido utterances begins with an adjective and precedes other elements 

such as noun phrase, a verb, an auxiliary, an adverb or another adjective phrase.  

Some conversation also show the range of phrasal structures involved in an ordinary Bikol Partido discourse 

that render complexity in the analysis of the language in the sentential level. However, the succeeding discussion 

commences with the basic understanding of phrase structures following the rules specified in the Transformation 

Generative Grammar (TGG) tradition. 
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The sentence NUC “Si Mark po nagtatrabaho sa Spain” (Mark is working in Spain) exemplifies the PS rule 

consisting of two basic parts. The left of the arrow specifies the phrasal category being described (NP), and the 

right of the arrow describes the preceding phrasal category (VP).  

 

 

This composition now includes the noun phrase (NP) Si Mark (Mark), an auxiliary element (AUX), and a 

verb phrase (VP) nagtatrabaho sa Spain  (is working in Spain).  The auxiliary  element  (AUX) in this sentence is 

the  tense  (T) indicated by the verb in the VP which in English translation would be in the form of a helping verb 

is, but in Bikol Partido, it is indicated by the prefix  nag + ta to indicate on going action. An additional element in 

the compositon is the use of “po” which is a Filipino polite indicator constituent. NP → det N (pl) 

        The next phrase structure expands the noun Phrase (NP) to include an obligatory head noun (N), an optional 

determiner (det), and an optional plural inflection (pl); alternatively, NP may be expanded as a pronoun (pro). For 

example: 

   

 

 

Figure 17 
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Here, it is interesting to note that unlike in English, the head noun (N), and determiner in Bikol Partido 

Noun phrase are both obligatory. The determiner qualifies and quantifies the noun.  In the example An mga hapot 

(the questions), the head noun is hapot (question), and the determiners are An (the) and mga (many) which also 

serves as the plural indicator of the noun. 

Phrase structure then models the internal structure of a sentence and it contains rules which are capable of 

both generating strings of linguistic elements and providing a constituent analysis of the strings.   

The first phrase structure rule explains the composition of the largest unit, namely, the sentence or the 

obligatory sentence nucleus NUC.  

S→NP + VP 

In some other utterances of Bikol Partido, this study also found out that is the speaker receives an question 

that begins with sisay (who), kasuarin (when) and saen (where) a noun phrase precedes the other elements in the 

sentence.  

The sentence, “Si Benito baga kinagat kan boang ayam!” (Benito was bitten by a crazy dog) was taken 

from the conversation of two women in a fish market in Lagonoy. The participants were assumed to be long time 

acquaintances and were excited to share their stories. So one of the participants was sharing this information about 

her son who was bitten by a dog. 

 

 

 

 

Figure 17 

The sentence consists of a noun phrase (Si Benito) and followed by a verb phrase (kinagat  kan   boang  

ayam!) S →NP+VP.  A noun phrase must contain a noun (Benito). The noun may be preceded by a determiner (Si), 

an adjective phrase, or both, and it may be followed by a prepositional phrase (NP (Det)  (AP)-N-(PP)).  On the 

other hand, a verb phrase must contain a verb. The verb may be followed by a noun phrase, or neither. The verb 

phrase may end in a prepositional phrase, but need not (VP   V-(NP)-(PP)). An adjective phrase must contain an 

adjective. The adjective may be preceded by an intensifier (AP  (I)  Adj). A prepositional phrase consists of a 

preposition followed by a noun phrase. 

(PP-Prep-NP) 

In the given sentence, the words in Bikol Partido (BP), like English, cannot appear in any random order. For 

example, the phrase kinagat kan boang ayam, can not be arranged as “ayam boang kan kinagat or boang ayam 
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kinagat kan. The left-to-right sequence of items within a phrase is governed by principles that are codified in phrase 

structure (PS) rules. PS rules specifies three types of information: which elements are permitted in a particular type 

of phrase, the left-to-right ordering of those elements, whether any of the elements are optional (Parker & Riley 

2000). 

Although both observe syntax, however, the Bikol language like Filipino uses both the kabaliktarang ayos 

(passive voice) or the tuwirang ayos (active voice). For example:  

In an interview of a barangay health worker in Barangay Pequeno, Goa, Camarines Sur three women 

participated in the interview. They were asked whether the use of Bikol Goa shall be preserved. A woman at her 

70’s was silent-filling out a government form while another woman around 50’s seating beside was excited to 

answer saying: “Ano mam an ihahapot mo?” (What will you ask about madam). The researcher replied, “An mga 

hapot po manungodsa lingwaheng Bikol Goa,” (the questions are about Bikol Goa language). Suddenly, the silent 

woman got interested, put her pen aside saying: Ay ang Bikol Goa iyo na an hinalian ta na lingwahe (Oh, Bikol is 

our native language) Dapat dai an paglingawan (We shall not forget it). 

 

 

 

Figure 18 
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Figure 19 

As shown in Figure 18 and 19, the sentence, An mga hapot manungod sa lingwaheng Bikol Goa (The 

questions are about Bikol Goa Language) can be stated into Manungod sa Lingwaheng Goa an mga hapot, are 

perfect examples of active to passive voice of the verb. 

It implies that in Bikol Partido language, generally, there is no specific pattern in the phrases uttered by 

speakers but there is universality in the thought of the sentence content. This finding conformed with the 

experimentation of Alcantara and Borra (2006) who found out that the Filipino language does not follow as strict a 

binary structure as English, but they are similar in the right-biased nature of the languages. This also supports the 

conclusions of Nordquist (2017) that the formulation of the finite set of rules that explains how the native speaker 

of language can generate and comprehend all its possible grammatical sentences.  

According to the theory of Chomsky, every sentence in the mind of the speaker is an invisible deep structure 

and the speaker is transforming this deep structure as a visible structure of language like spoken or written language 

by using the transformational rules of grammar. The syntax which is invisible in the speaker’s mind can be 

transformed by transformational rules. So a generative’ grammar is not concerned with any actual set of rules on 

sentence formation or sentences of the language but with the possible set of sentences, hence this kind of generative 

grammar is also transformational as shown in Figures 19-21. For example, the sentence: “Digdi kamo Sir 

nagpapangudto?” Can be transformed as “Nagpapangudto kamo Sir digdi?” and Aw ho, Digdi kamo Sir 

nagpapangudto? (Lagonoy variety). This sentences show how Bikol differs from English language.  

Phrase structure rules also explains the systematic relationships of certain sentence types to other sentence 

types. The standard way of describing these relationships is to say that the related sentences come from a common 

underlying structure. Question forms are an example. Here the auxiliary verbs are important to the formation as 

they appear in the position preceding the subject (NP).   

It is important to note that in the Bikol language, there is no auxiliary language but indicated instead by 

affixes in the verb. Thus, the analysis of the preceding utterances with differing word order would be that both 

come from the underlying structure of “Kamo Sir nagpapangudto digdi” 
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S→NP + VP 

For instance, Huh Saka saen na siya? (So where he is now) as shown in previous example, is replied with Si 

Mark baga nagtatrabaho sa Spain. Another examples, Sisay an nag-aaling ki nonoy? (Who takes care of my 

baby?) the response would be, Si Maria baga an nag-aaling kan aki mo (Maria takes care of your baby). In this 

sentence, the noun phrase, Si Maria, precedes an nag-aaling (VP) and another NP, kan aki mo. Bicolanos refers 

Nonoy to an infant/baby or a small child, aki. 

NUC → NP (baga) VP PP-NP  

In Bikol, a question preceded by When (Kasuarin) can be responded by a noun phrase. For example, 

Kasuarin ka nagklase? (When did you attend class), the response would be a noun phrase, Kan Lunes baga, with a 

determiner Kan and a noun, Lunes (Last Monday) and an additional element of ‘baga’. In can also be used as a 

pronoun, Iyo idto an huring aldaw kan nahiling ko siya (That was the last I saw of him). 

NUC → (Det) NP (baga)  

 Unlike in Bicol, the word, last can be used in many ways in English: First, as a determiner (followed by a 

noun): I saw him last night. Second, as an adjective (after a determiner and before a noun): My last job was in 

London.  Third, as a pronoun (after ‘the’) Their new CD is even better than the last. Fourth, as an adverb, I put my 

shoes on last. Fifth, as a noun (followed by ‘of’): I drank up the last of the wine. 

It can be noted that another uniqueness of the Bikol Partido language is the insertion of the word, baga. This 

word has no phrase structure inclusion in English but only in Bikol Partido. It is concluded futher that questions that 

begin with who and when can be preceded by a noun phrase. 

In the given sentence, the words in Bikol Partido (BP), like English, cannot appear in any random order. For 

example, the phrase kinagat kan boang ayam, can not be arranged as “ayam boang kan kinagat or boang ayam 
kinagat kan. The left-to-right sequence of items within a phrase is governed by principles that are codified in phrase 

structure (PS) rules. PS rules specifies three types of information: which elements are permitted in a particular type 

of phrase, the left-to-right ordering of those elements, whether any of the elements are optional (Parker & Riley 

2000). 

According to the theory of Chomsky, every sentence in the mind of the speaker is an invisible deep structure 

and the speaker is transforming this deep structure as a visible structure of language like spoken or written language 

by using the transformational rules of grammar. The syntax which is invisible in the speaker’s mind can be 

transformed by transformational rules. So a generative’ grammar is not concerned with any actual set of rules on 

sentence formation or sentences of the language but with the possible set of sentences, hence this kind of generative 

grammar is also transformational as shown in Figures 19-22. For example, the sentence: “Digdi kamo Sir 

nagpapangudto?” Can be transformed as “Nagpapangudto kamo Sir digdi?” and Aw ho, Digdi kamo Sir 

nagpapangudto? (Lagonoy variety).  

Phrase structure rules also explains the systematic relationships of certain sentence types to other sentence 

types. The standard way of describing these relationships is to say that the related sentences come from a common 

underlying structure. Question forms are an example. Here the auxiliary verbs are important to the formation as 

they appear in the position preceding the subject (NP).   

It is important to note that in the Bikol language, there is no auxiliary language but indicated instead by 

affixes in the verb. Thus, the analysis of the preceding uttrances with differing word order would be that both come 

from the underlying structure of “Kamo Sir nagpapangudto digdi” 
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Figure 20 

Figure 20 shows the deep structure, “kamo Sir nangungudto digdi” of the two utterances “Digdi kamo Sir 

nagpapangudto?” and Aw ho, Digdi kamo Sir nagpapangudto? .However, since it is in the form of question, it has 

the surface structure beginning with a verb.  

This transformation shows that instead of the Aux verb as specified in the PS rules for the English language, 

the same rule allows the Bikol language to transform constituents to indicate a change in a surface structure by 

putting the verb in its place since the verb subsumes the role of the auxiliary using an affix that indicates time of 

action. 

 

Figure 21 

Figures 18-21 show that some sentences in the Bikol Partido can be arranged in different order provided that 

the meaning of the utterances remain. It conforms with the TGG principle explaining that the deep structure which 

is a phrase-structure in mind guides the formulation of the surface structure which could have different forms and 

syntactical arrangements. In the given examples, the deep structure “You eat here, Sir” could be stated as “Digdi 
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kamo Sir nagpapangudto?” (Do you eat your lunch here, Sir?) (Goa variety), or “Aw ho, nagpapangudto kamo Sir 

igdiho?” (Lagonoy variety).  The adding of the expression, “Aw ho” lends uniqueness to the other variety of Bikol 

Partido which serves as conversational or sentence starter in that language not found in other Bikol varieties. 

In this diagram, some Bikol Partido sentences begin with an adverb phrase (AdvP) –Adv, digdi (here) 

followed by a noun phrase (NP)-N kamo Sir (you, Sir) and a Verb Phrase (VP)-V nagpapangudto (taking lunch), 

indicating a habitual action introduced by affixes, nag+pa also indicating time when the action was done. In this 

case, the verb, nagpapangudto, has no auxiliary element since it is not stated as a question. 

 

                                         

Figure 22 

Meanwhile, in Figure 22 an expression (Aw ho) is evident in the utterances in Bikol Lagonoy. Some other 

expressions are noted in the utterances of Lagonoy variety which include Aw num, Aw nem, Num, Nem, Aw, ano na 

ni ho!,  The word, Aw+ (num, nem, oho, Ano na ni ho?) connotes a reaction of interest to the topic or statement of 

exclamation before giving a counter-reaction to his/her receiver.  

 

 

NUC     (expression) AdvP-NP2-VP 

In the study of Luzares on Cebu language, this case is called detopicalization. She concluded that Cebuano 

surface sentence almost always contains a subject which reflects an underying topic which is a general rule. 

However, there are instances when one finds the sentence types that do not exhibit subjects. She found out that 

there are two instances ub Cebuano when a constituent undergoes detopicalization. For example, (1) hilabihan 

kadakuq sa ilang balay (How big their houses is!) and Hisus nahulug ang bataq (Jesus, the child fell!). In these 

sentences she analyzed that only (1) is exclamative; (2) is declarative. 

However, in the analysis of the Bikol Lagonoy variety, the sentence, Aw ho, digdi kamo Sir 

nagnngungudto? can be as introductory phrase to interrogative, declarative (Aw ho, nag enot na pag uli si aki ko, is 

a statement of fact (My child went home ahead of me), and exclamative sentences, Aw ho, makangalas man! (So 

amazing!). This expression can be used as an act of surprise, a fact or a statement of a question, and these fillers are 

inseparable to Bikol Lagonoy utterances. Meanwhile, in the sentence, Aw ho, makangalas man!, the sentence  do 

not exhibit a specific subject, which is also evident in Cebuano language. 

It conforms with the TGG principle explaining that the deep structure which is a phrase-structure in mind 

guides the formulation of the surface structure which could have different forms and syntactical arrangements.  
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Some sentences of Bikol Partido language can be a composition of verb(V) and noun phrase (NP), verb and 

Adjective phrase (AP), verb and prepositional phrase (PP). 

 

 

Figure 23 

Each PS rule consists of two basic parts. The material to the left of the arrow specifies the phrasal category 

being described. In the sentence, Nagpapangudto kamo Sir digdi? (Are you taking lunch here, Sir), the VP-V 

nagpapangudto shows an action verb of habitual action or statement of fact. It is followed by a NP-N1 kamo and 

N2 Sir and an AdvP-Adv, digdi (here).  

NUC      VP-NP-Adv 

 This supports the contentions of Cardena (2018) who stressed the creative or generative aspects of the 

language faculty. He highlighted TGG’s emphasis on possible innate capacity of native speakers to build language 

in one’s heads. He contends that speakers are cognitively sophisticated beings capable of building complex, 

intricate structures in our brain. 

As shown in Figure 24 some Bikol Partido sentences are dominated by both prepositional phrase and verb 

phrases, respectively. The prepositional phrase, sa sobrang paghinguhang makanuod (With her great perseverance 

to learn) begins with a preposition, sa followed by an adjective sobra (ng) (great) and AdvP-Adv-  
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Figure 24 

paghinguha (perseverance) and VP-V-makanuod (to learn). Meanwhile, the VP nakapasa si Thea (Thea passed), 

started with a verb, nakapasa and an NP si Thea, with a determiner si and noun, Thea. 

NUC      PP-VP—AP-AdvP--V1-NP 

Further analysis of the Bikol Partido language indicates that the PS rules are auxiliaries to form a question. 

In Bikol Partido, the auxiliary ano, which is also translated as, what in English. This was supported by the local 

study of Himmelmann (2006) who argued that heads prepositional phrases may be considered DPs, although they 

differ in a number of languages.  
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Figure 25 

As shown in Figure 25, the phrase begins with an auxiliary, Ano and a VP-V nagtumang (fought back) and 

PP-P-N sa pulis (to the policemen). It shows that auxiliary words, Ano (what) was used together with the main verb, 

nagtumang, to form a question. Meanwhile, Figure 16 utterance shows an incomplete sentence, or a fragment. The 

sentence does not follow a standard phrase structure rule but definitely conveys a complete thought as response to 

the question, Sisay nagdakop? (Who caught? (the culprit)), Si pulis na hali sa PDEA (The police from PDEA). 

AUX- VP 

Further, as stated in the theory of Chomsky, there is a universality in the phrase structure of language. 

Similarly according to Sapir-Whorf Hypothesis, these languages freely come out in thought which eventually 

creates many types of intercourse. This means that each speaker has the power to interpool the words in sentences 

but again follows a particular pattern, in some cases.  
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Hence, in the implication of language education using TGG, Chomsky held that the proper object of linguistic study 

the native speakers’ oral language to be extended to include their grammatical intuition and knowledge, he generally referred  

as competence and performance. As mentioned in the study of Branagan (2013), Chomsky was interested in constructing 

grammar that would generate the structures that constitute the individual’s linguistic competence, the native speaker’s reliance 

on linguistic intuition and creativity, and then be able to test the results against actual samples of language.  

Thus, the study of Vanitha (2018) highlighted the Chomsky’s principle that instead of setting standards or specific 

guideline in using phrase structure, Chomsky asserted that students’ critical thinking skills may be used in developing their 

skills in developing phrase structure, transformational and morphophonemic rules in their utteances. Similarly, Adetuvi (2015) 

contends that sound knowledge of grammatical theories that provide scientific bases for the strategies and methodologies 

usually employed in modern language classrooms. Seminar and workshops may be provided especially for language teachers 

on grammatical theories on phrase and morphological structures like in the other aspects of language. Simplified books on 

grammatical theories may be made available in schools and that English language teachers may afford themselves the 

opportunities of self-development training and refresher courses in the area of grammatical theories. 

 

Functions of Phrase Structures in the Bikol Partido Language 

Phrases, then, are units of one or more words. They are the smallest syntactic unit of analysis. It is important for us to 

know about phrases and to be able to distinguish them from words and clauses. Further, the functions of phrase structures in 

the Bikol Partido Langugae, brings the insights of modern grammarians to the perennial concerns of the English classroom. 

 This study attempted to analyze the phrase structures of Bikol Partido based on the utterances generated from the 

social interaction of the respondents during the filed recordings, interviews and focused group discussion.  

As gleaned from the sample utterances, the noun phrase (NP) structure is composed of one name word or with a 

combined modifier. It indicates that a noun phrase contains a head word. If the NP has more elements than the head, it may 

contain one or more premodifiers (modifiers that precede the head) and/or one or more postmodifiers (modifiers that follow 

the head): Example: Head (lampara); Premodifier(s) + head (an lampara); Head + postmodifier(s) (lamparang mana) and 

Premodifiers(s)+head+postmodifiers(s) (an lamparang mana) (the inherited lamp). In Bicol, lampara (lamp) is used for 

catching fish and other crustaceans especially at night. 
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Table 1.  Functions of Phrases in the Bikol Partido Language  

Phrases Samples of Utterances 

Noun Phrase Nag-aadal pirmi sa eksam si Lara. 

(Lara is always studying for her examination) 

Verb Phrase Sa sobrang paghinguhang makanuod, nakapasa si Thea. 

(With great perseverance to learn, Thea had passed.) 

Adjective Phrase Nag-abot na an sakong  paboritong maestro. 

(My favorite teacher arrived.) 

Adverb Phrase Masyadong masakiton an eksam. 

(The examination was too difficult.) 

Prepositional Phrase Nagparabasa naman si Digoy sa tahaw kan kaogmahan. 

(Amidst pleasures, he keeps on reading.) 

 

It is also indicated that a noun phrase contains a head, which may be preceded or followed by a complement, as 

shown below: Head, an signaturang Ingles (the English subject); complement + head, an paboritong signaturang Ingles (the 

favorite English subject); head + complement, An signaturang Ingles na paborito); and complement + head + complement, An 

signaturang Ingles na paborito kan mag estudyante (The English subject which students liked most).  

Similar to English, noun phrases (NP) of Bicol Partido can also be introduced by noun, count, Nagpundo na an 

liwanag (The light stopped.); subject and object personal pronouns, Siya an nahiling ko (I saw her); genitives personal 

pronoun, Sakuya an mga burak ta babae ako (The flowers are mine since I am female); indefinitive pronoun/quantifier, 

Kadakul ang nakua (None is found); wh-word/ pronoun, Sisay nagsimbag kan apod (Who answered the phone). While other 

phrases are introduced by forms of premodifiers such as article Nakadulag an priso(The detainee has escaped); adjective 

phrase, Makusog an uran (The rain is heavy); demonstrative pronoun Iyan libro an pinakagusto ko (That is the book I loved); 

genitive pronoun An saiyang intwesyon makusog ta babae (Her intuition is strong because she is a woman); another noun, An 

signaturang Ingles an paborito ko (English is my favorite subject), indefinite pronoun/quantifier Nakaligtas an ibang biktima 

nin sulo (Other victims were saved from the fire), numeral, Sampulong aki sana an nakaligtas sa sulo (Only ten children were 

saved from the fire); ordinal, An panduwa sa linya, ina ko; (The second in line is my mother);  quantifier, Dakul na tawo an 

nahandal sa bagyo (Several people are worrying on the typhoon) and a negative words, Mayong aksidenteng nangyari (No 

accident happened). 

It is concluded that a noun phrase can be introduced by a single or multiple premodifier/complement and 

postmodifier/complement with a head.  

Verb phrase structures of Bikol Partido language consist of a verbal with its subject, object and modifiers. LIke 

English, Bikol Partido also three kinds of verbal phrases gerund phrase, participial phrase and infinitive phrase.  

The. gerund phrase, consisting of a gerund, its subject, object and its modifiers, is used in the function of a noun. The 

participial phrase consists of a participle, its object and its modifiers. The participial phrases are commonly used like 

adjectives; they have the qualities of adjectives in that they modify nouns and pronouns. The infinitive phrase is made up of an 

infinitive its subject, object and modifiers. The infinitive phrase functions as a noun, an adjective and as an adverb. As a noun 

it may be used as subject of the sentence, as object of the verb, object of the preposition, predicate nominative and as an 

appositive.  

In the sentences (S) given, “An pagpasar sa eksam, nagtao saiyang dakulang kaogmahan,” the underlined gerund 

phrase is the subject of the sentence. In S2, “Dai nag ontok an ayam sa pagbatok sa mahabon”, is the object of the verb, dai 

nag ontok. In S3, “Mayong lusot an paghambog sa korte.”, the underlined phrase is the object of the preposition, sa. Finally, 

S4, “An sunod niyang trabaho, iyo an pagpinta sa simbahan.”, the underlined phrase is an appositive to the noun, skill used as 

direct object, simbahan. 
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Meanwhile, in terms of participial phrase, S5, “An saiyang trabaho iyo an magbantay nin mga mawawaraon na 

gamit.”, is used as predicate nominative or subjective complement of mawawaraon na gamit. In the S6, “Sa sobrang 

paghinguhang makanuod, nakagana si Thea sa kawat.,” the phrase modifies the subject of the sentence, Thea. The S7, 

“Naging maluya si gurang, pakatapos magtrabaho nin sampolong oras.”, the phrase is used as subjective complement after 

the linking verb, naging. Finally, in S8, “Nahiling kan pulis an nagbabalyong gurang sa tinampo.”, the phrase modifies the 

object, gurang. 

 In terms of infinitive phrase, the sentence, “An paggibo nin kamarayan sarong magayon na pag-uugali,” is the subject 

of the sentence. In S10, Gusto nyang maghagad nin tawad kan saiyang salang gawe., the phrase is the object of the verb. In 

S11, Mayo siyang maginibo kundi tanggapon an katotohanan., the phrase is the object of the preposition kundi. In the 

sentence, Pangarap niya na dumanan an America., the infinitive phrase is used as the subjective complement or predicate 

nominative after the linking verb, na dumanan. In S12, An pangarap nya puon pagkaaki iyo an maging maestro, na natupad 

na., the phrase is used as appositive; it explains, “his dream” or pangarap nya. In S13, Mayo na kitang panahon para sayangon 

an oras na liboton an lugar., the phrase is used as a modifier of time, the direct object. Finally, the last sentence, “Nagduman 

sinda para hilingon an dati niyang kaklase sa kolehiyo”, the underlined infinitive phrase modifies the verb, hilingon; it 

answers the question, Why?. 

It is concluded that Bikol Partido verb phrase structures can be formed with its subject, object and modifiers and these 

can be classified into verbal phrases, gerund phrase, participial phrase and the infinitive phrase.  

 This study also determined whether Bikol Partido language has adjectival phrases.  Adjective phrase is a word group 

that has an adjective as its head. As gleaned in the table, adjectival phrase is accompanied by other words such as determiners, 

modifiers etc. 

       As gleaned from the sample utterances, adjective phrase can be used as a modifier of a noun, as an object of another 

prepositional phrase and as modifier of another adjective. They may directly modify nouns called attributive adjectives, 

mahamis na langka (sweet jackfruit), magayon na daraga (the beautiful girl).  Second, APs may function as predicative or 

subject complements (an paboritong maestro); as an object of the prepositional phrase, manungod sa pagsakit ni Kristo (about 

the passion of Christ); and as an objective complement of anggot to ugali niya (disappointed, attitude). 

It is concluded that adjectival phrase structures have four main functions. modifier of a noun, as an object of another 

prepositional phrase, as modifier of another adjective and as objective complement.  

 This study also looked into the adverbial phrase structure in Bikol Partido language. These sample utterances were 

also taken from the actual conversation of the participants in the interviews conducted.  

Adverbial phrase is simply group of two or more words that function as an adverb in a sentence. It can modify a verb, 

adjective or another adverb. An adverb phrase of more than one word can further derscribe a verb, adjective or another adverb. 

This phrase is relatively movable within a sentence, and the changes in position do not affect its meaning. This also indicates 

that an adverb phrase (AdvP) consists of intensifier is followed by an adverb.  For example, mas mahamis (sweetier). 

Adverbial phrase is also used to as an optional intensifier or adverb and an adverb, mas maraoton na masakiton (greedily bad) 

to mas lalong maraoton na masakiton (much even greedily bad).  

It can be concluded therefore that both adverbs and adverbial phrase in Bikol Partido language can be used as an 

intensifier of an adjective, an intensifier or another adverb or as an intensifier or adverb and an adverb. 

In terms of the prepositional phrase (PP), Prepositional phrase in Bikol like English uses its object and its modifiers to 

make up a prepositional phrase. Examples are sa may pinto (by the door), harani sa hurihan (near the end), sa laog kan tula 

(in the poem), sa baba kan agihan (down the aisle), kan sakong maputing na kuting (of my white cat); hale sa saiyang 

karanasan (based from experience). Table 7 shows some of the utterances: 

Fom a functional point of view, PPs consist of a head preposition and an object or complement, which is typically an 

NP, nin pulang bestida (in red dress). Prepositional phrases are relatively uniform constructions: spot a preposition and the NP 

that immediately follows it, and you can be fairly certain that you have identified a PP.  Example: sa sapa (in the river), 

irarom kan lamesa (under the table), sa tahaw kan tinampo (down the road), sa ibabaw kan atop (on the top of the roof) 

among others. 

This study also found out that prepositional phrases has the ability to appear in so many structures—within verb 

phrases, an pagpasar sa eksam (passing an examination), sa pagbatok sa mahabon (barking a theft), an paghambog sa korte 

(lying in court), magbantay nin mga mawawaraon na gamit (safeguarding valuables) and adjective phrases, an paborito kong 

maestro (my favorite teacher), tungkol sa pagsakit ni Kristo (about the passion of Christ), para sa piyestahan (for the fiesta), 

kan ugali mo (of your attitude). It can also be gleaned that PP functions as its complement or object, sa mademokrasyang 
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gobyerno (to the democratic government), kan lingwaheng Bikol (on the Bikol language), kan sarong politico (of the 

politician), may sarong tataramon (with word of honor).  

To sum up, it can be concluded that each phrase of a sentence having its individual functions.  Noun phrase can be 

introduced by single or multiple premodifier/complement and postmodifier/complement with a head. Verb phrase structures 

can be formed with its subject, object and modifiers and these can be  

 

classified into verbal phrases, gerund phrase, participial phrase and the infinitive phrase. Adjectiveal phrase structures have 

four main functions as modifier of a noun, as an object of another prepositional phrase, as modifier of another adjective and as 

objective complement. Adverbial phrase act as modifier of a verb, adjective or another adverb, an adverb phrase of more than 

one word can further derscribe a verb, adverb or adjective. Prepositional phrase in Bikol like English uses its object and its 

modifiers to make up a prepositional phrase. Garcia, Deore, Roeser & Hoehle (2018) found out that word order preference is 

not merely syntactically-driven. Delahunty and Garvey (2018) posited that languages differ in the orders they impose on 

sequences of words. For example, in English (and many other languages), adjectives typically precede the nouns they modify, 

whereas in Spanish and many other languages, adjectives typically follow the nouns they modify.  

Conclusions 
 

In Bikol Partido Language the sentence nucleus are obligatory composed of a verb phrase, noun phrase, an adjective, and a 

prepositional phrase; the beginning of syntactical order is dominated by verbal, adjectival and adverbial phrases respectively;  

Some phrase structures expand the noun phrase to include an obligatory head noun (N), an optional determiner and plural 

inflection may be expanded as a pronoun. 

Meanwhile, an additional element of baga and some polite markers like the use tabi, po and affixations maki-,  paki- and 

name calling such as Papay, Mamay, Manay, Manoy, Nay, La, Lo, Kuya, Ate, Ne, Noy are also evident in speakers’ utterances. 

While some expressions such as aw ho, aw nem, nem, num, aw ano na ni ho, also portray uniqueness of the Bikol language.  

In Bikol Partido language, there is no specific pattern in the phrases uttered by speakers but there is universality in the thought 

of the sentence content. 

 

Recommendations 

 

Phrase structures rules may be studied further for deeper analysis of the Bikol Partido language; 

The results of this study may be submitted to the commission on culture and arts for inclusion in the list of recognized 

research-based language analysis; 

Using this study, a simplified and standardized classroom materials written in Bikol Partido may be introduced for classroom 

instruction and appreciation. 

Seminar and workshops may be provided for the language teachers on grammatical theories and phrase and morphological 

structures for self-development training and refresher courses in the area of grammatical theories. 

Other features of the Bikol Partido language such as grammar and semantics may be conducted. 
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